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Abstract

For decades, women’s health has faced significant challenges, including underrepresentation in research, limited access to specialized care, and a persistent gender gap in diagnosis and treatment. However, a wave of innovation powered by artificial intelligence (AI) is poised to revolutionize the landscape, offering personalized solutions and improved healthcare experiences for women across all phases of life. This in-depth exploration delves into the evolving landscape of AI in women’s health. This review highlights prominent trends, showcases innovative tools and startups driving positive change, and discusses the potential impact on various aspects of well-being. From personalized care and early disease detection to mental health support and improved access to information, AI promises to transform women’s healthcare experiences.
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Introduction

Women worldwide encounter distinct health challenges from adolescence through menopause and into senescence, encompassing issues such as menstruation, fertility, pregnancy, childbirth, chronic diseases, and mental health. However, conventional healthcare institutions frequently fail to appropriately meet and end up ignoring their unique demands. This is where AI comes into play, providing a potent method driven by its capacity to evaluate enormous information, spot trends, and customize findings. Women may make more educated decisions about their bodies, understand their health better, and receive specialized therapies across their lifespan by utilizing AI-powered solutions [1]. FemTech Expo is a worldwide series of virtual events designed for innovators within the healthcare and women’s health sectors [2]. The FemTech industry, comprising technology and software companies dedicated to addressing women’s health needs, is projected to reach a value of US$1.07 trillion by 2026. This growth is being driven, at least in part, by heightened investment in telehealth and remote monitoring tools [3]. “Augmented intelligence” and “actionable insights” complement human effort rather than replacing it, emphasizing purpose and collaboration. Despite the escalating global population, women often experience medical neglect during menstruation and pregnancies, resulting in avoidable yet prevalent fatalities. The advent of AI and machine learning (ML) algorithms plays a pivotal role in disseminating awareness among women regarding common yet less-known health issues such as anemia, a significant problem in India contributing to female mortality [4]. The application of ML algorithms, deep learning (DL) neural networks, and automatic feature extraction tools aids in addressing biases and discrimination prevalent in medical consultations for women across various economic strata in both urban and rural settings. To assist health professionals in making better decisions, AI combines data from many organized and unstructured sources, can reason at a semantic level, and can be used in computer vision, text comprehension, conversational systems, and multimodal applications [5]. AI can improve human capacities, particularly in general care, imaging, and cancer detection.

Areas of Impact

In the domains of medicine and healthcare, AI encompasses enormous potential. It is crucial for diagnostic and prognostic assessments of medical data. With the advancement of AI technology, algorithms for medical research, diagnosis, and therapy have been developed. With the ability to learn and correct itself, AI systems may continuously improve through feedback mechanisms. This makes them an invaluable tool for physicians, especially in critical care settings like surgical operations. AI applications in healthcare fall into two categories: Natural language processing techniques that pull information from unstructured sources like clinical notes and medical literature, and ML approaches that use structured data analysis to predict illness prognosis, especially in light of genetic effects [6,7].

Women’s health AI research has mostly addressed diseases impacting the cardiovascular system, breasts, bones, cervix, and endometrium. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and classification and regression trees have been used to predict endometrial cancer in postmenopausal women and assess the role of different human papillomavirus types in cervical dysplasia recurrence risk [8,9]. While the paper acknowledges the broader spectrum of AI applications in women’s health, including reproductive health, maternal care, fertility tracking, pregnancy monitoring, and chronic disease management, it
emphasizes a focused examination of personalized care, early disease detection, and mental health support. This selective approach allows for a deeper analysis of specific challenges and opportunities within these critical areas, providing actionable insights for improving women’s health outcomes.

**Personalized care**

By leveraging AI algorithms, healthcare providers can tailor treatment plans and interventions to individual women’s needs, considering factors such as genetic predispositions, lifestyle habits, and personal preferences. This personalized approach enhances the effectiveness of healthcare interventions, leading to better health outcomes and improved quality of life [10].

A prediction system for breast cancer was created utilizing 38,444 mammography pictures from 9,611 women. The algorithm accurately detects biopsy malignancy and breast cancer using ML and DL. The system demonstrates the promise of AI in healthcare by assisting radiologists in identifying breast cancer. The algorithm was tested on 2548 women and verified on 1055 women as part of the study. The system, which had an AUC of 0.91, specificity of 77.3%, and sensitivity of 87%, detected 48% of false-negative results on mammograms. The model outperformed the Gail model by a large margin when trained only on clinical data, with an AUC of 0.78 vs 0.54. Only a global probability for the entire breast is provided by the ML-DL model at this time; localization of the discovery is not available (Figure 1) [11].

AI-assisted monitoring is used to assess intrapartum stress during labor, aiding in decision-making between cesarean section and normal vaginal deliveries. A system was developed to reduce manual errors in interpreting cardiotocography data by modeling fetal heart rate and uterine contraction signals. In high-risk deliveries, a combination of cardiotocography and ST waveform was used to facilitate timely interventions, reducing fetal morbidity and mortality. Comparative studies using decision tree, ANN, and discriminative analysis showed ANN classifiers achieved an overall accuracy of 97.78%, followed by decision tree and discriminative analysis with accuracies of 86.36% and 82.1%, respectively, while support vector machine (SVM) and genetic algorithms classifiers achieved 99.3% and 100% accuracy, respectively, in skewed datasets. However, relying solely on accuracy may be inadequate in cases of imbalanced or skewed data availability, particularly in medical imaging (Figure 3) [15-18].

**Figure 1:** Performance metrics of breast cancer prediction system.
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**Figure 2:** IVF/ICSI model.
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**Figure 3:** Radiogenomics model.
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Radiogenomics is an emerging field with precision medicine, that aims to correlate cancer imaging characteristics with gene expression, helping predict a patient’s susceptibility to radiation therapy-induced toxicity. Recent studies have used convolutional neural network frameworks to predict genetic markers in gliomas based on magnetic resonance imaging data. AI has also been used to uncover radiogenomic connections in various cancers. A recent study focused on classifying tumors into Luminal A subtypes using magnetic resonance image patches. Three DL strategies were employed: learning from scratch, transfer learning, and using off-the-shelf deep features. Network architectures like GoogleNet, VGG, and CIFAR were used, with test AUCs ranging from 0.46 to 0.63 [13,14]. Challenges in this domain include the demanding nature of training convolutional neural networks from scratch and insufficient data availability, particularly in medical imaging (Figure 3) [15-18].
selection techniques – Mutual information, correlation-based, reliefF, and information gain – to classify fetal state. The reliefF technique is a feature selection method in ML that evaluates the relevance of features by comparing their values with those of nearest neighbors to distinguish between instances of different classes. The combination of the NB classifier with features from the reliefF technique yielded the best results, achieving 93.97%, 91.58%, and 95.79% accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, respectively. However, further evaluation using independent data and clinical trials is needed to fully assess the study’s value. Future work could involve using open datasets with similar study designs (Figure 4) [20].

**Figure 4:** Intrapartum stress assessment model (Study 1) and fetal monitoring model (Study 2).

### Early disease detection

AI-powered tools enable early detection of various health conditions, including breast cancer, cervical cancer, and cardiovascular diseases, among others. Through advanced imaging techniques, predictive analytics, and pattern recognition algorithms, AI facilitates the timely identification of potential health risks, allowing for prompt intervention and treatment initiation, thereby reducing morbidity and mortality rates [21].

The integration of AI into maternal healthcare is gaining traction among pregnant women, offering promising prospects for enhancing maternal health outcomes; AI’s accuracy in assessing gestational periods can potentially reduce neonatal fatalities and diseases by leveraging predictive values such as amniotic fluid and maternal blood metabolic profiles, electrohysterogram images, ultrasound imaging of the cervix, and biological profiles; while a survey among pregnant women indicated a 69% acceptance rate towards AI in maternal healthcare. AI emerged as a significant determinant influencing acceptability, and employing advanced algorithms including Neural Networks, SVM, Random Forest, AdaBoost, and Multi-layer Perceptron in predicting gestational diabetes yielded a sensitivity exceeding 70%, particularly notable with the Random Forest model utilizing predictors such as fasting plasma glucose, thus highlighting its efficacy even in resource-constrained settings [22].

Breast cancer detection

Prominent success has been achieved in the early detection of cervical cancer and the screening for hepatitis through the application of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architectures within the AI framework tailored for women’s healthcare. In this continuum, AI algorithms, leveraging DL principles and advanced pattern recognition, exhibit substantial promise in augmenting the precision and expeditiousness of early detection and diagnosis of breast cancer. The proficiency of these algorithms, particularly in the analysis of medical imaging such as mammograms, often rivals or surpasses the discernment capabilities of human experts [23].

Interpreting radiological and pathological tests presents challenges due to inherent differences and variations. Inter-reader agreement varies between 75% - 88%, especially for specific diagnoses. Experience level affects diagnostic accuracy, with more experienced radiologists demonstrating higher sensitivity in identifying breast abnormalities. Training new radiologists is becoming increasingly difficult due to rising workloads and a shortage of experienced mentors. This variability impacts image interpretation, and disease management, and potentially delays diagnosis and treatment decisions [24, 25].

In breast pathology, AI algorithms are utilized for cancer detection, classification, histologic grading, lymph node metastasis detection, biomarker quantification, and predicting genetic abnormalities like BRCA mutation. AI-CAD (computer-aided detection) development involves collecting a dataset representing the target population and imaging device, with human readers labeling lesions in mammograms. The AI-CAD system autonomously learns features for training, and undergoes internal validation to prevent overfitting, achieving high cancer detection rates and specificity, outperforming traditional CAD. This technology enhances accuracy, efficiency, and reduces diagnostic variability, potentially alleviating radiologist burden and enabling timely diagnoses. AI can be integrated into 2D breast screening workflows, either as a standalone system or concurrently with AI-CAD [26, 27].

In the fight against breast cancer, iBreastExam offers a ray of hope, especially for women in regions lacking access to traditional mammograms. This innovative, handheld device utilizes painless electronic palpation to detect potential abnormalities in breast tissue, making it a non-invasive and accessible alternative. iBreastExam shines thanks to its affordability, eliminating the cost barrier faced by many. It also boasts the potential for earlier detection compared to mammograms, potentially saving lives. However, it’s important to remember that it’s not a replacement for traditional diagnostic methods and should be used in conjunction with other techniques for comprehensive breast cancer screening [28].

Numerous studies have concentrated on creating AI algorithms for breast cancer detection and classification. A study introduced a CNN model capable of classifying patches containing invasive ductal carcinoma from whole slide images (WSI) of breast cancer and assessing the degree of infiltration and extent of invasive foci using the ConvNet classifier. Similarly, another research presented a DL model achieving an average accuracy of 93.2% across eight classes (four benign and four malignant) in a test dataset (Figure 5) [29].

The breast cancer histology (BACH) challenge aimed to automate breast tissue histology classification from hematoxylin and eosin stained microscopic images and WSIs. The best-performing model achieved pathologist-level accuracy, with AI assistance increasing average accuracy from 80% to 88% and improving interobserver concordance from 83% to 90% (Figure 6) [30].

The Galen breast AI model uses breast biopsy samples to detect and classify cancer cells into different subtypes. Its AUC values on a large-scale dataset were reported as 99% and 98% for invasive carcinomas (Figure 7) [31].

A study demonstrated that an ML classifier using nuclear shape,
Ovarian cancer detection

Annually, over 2,000 women undergo exploratory surgery for suspicious masses, resulting in almost 300,000 new ovarian cancer diagnoses. Despite ultrasound models showing promise, accurately diagnosing ovarian cancer preoperatively remains challenging. AI, particularly DL, shows the potential to address these diagnostic challenges through advancements in image recognition tasks [39-42]. AI applications in women's healthcare are emerging but essential for diagnosis, detection, and prognosis. They enhance treatment and wellness services for women of all ages.

A novel image diagnosis system is proposed for classifying ovarian cysts in color ultrasound images, utilizing a fusion of image features derived from both deep learning networks and texture descriptors. Initially, ultrasound images are enhanced to enhance the training dataset quality, and rotation invariant uniform local binary pattern features are extracted as low-level texture features. Subsequently, high-level features extracted from a fine-tuned GoogleNet neural network, and the low-level uniform local binary pattern features are normalized and concatenated to form fusion features, capturing both semantic context and texture patterns in the image. These fusion features are then inputted into a cost-sensitive Random Forest classifier for image classification into "malignant" and "benign" categories. The deep neural network's high-level features represent visual features of the lesion region, while the low-level texture features describe edges, direction, and intensity distribution (Figure 8) [43].

A study involving 202 patients with ovarian tumors, including 53 with cancer, 23 with borderline malignant tumors, and 126 with benign tumors, used five ML classifiers to predict disease severity from 16 features from blood tests, patient background, and imaging tests. The texture, and architecture can predict ODX Oncotype DX Assay reoccurrence risk categories for early-stage ER-positive breast cancer patients with an accuracy of 75% - 86%. Another study on H&E tissue microarray cohorts showed that a model using nuclear shape and orientation stratified short- and long-term survival outcomes (Figure 7) [32, 33].

A DL algorithm with faster R-CNN and ResNet-101 backbone network showed high accuracy in mitosis counting tasks and reduced pathologists’ reading time by 27.8%. Another study introduced a fully automated system for region of interest (ROI) identification, mitosis counting from WSI, and tumor proliferation prediction, outperforming previous methods on the Tumor Proliferation Assessment Challenge 2016 TUPAC-16 dataset (Figure 7) [34, 35].

Research developed a model using Imaging Biomarkers in MMG, which accurately predicts, parenchymal patterns, and cancer occurrence in high-risk individuals. This model can predict short- and long-term risk using MMGs from a single time point. Mirai, an AI model, outperformed previous DL models in identifying five-year breast cancer risk and high-risk patients across diverse populations [36, 37].

The main concern is the generalizability or robustness of AI models, which refers to their consistent performance across different datasets. Strategies to improve model robustness include using diverse preanalytical and analytic factors, but acquiring large-scale datasets with manual annotations presents challenges in AI algorithm development [38].
XGBoost algorithm had the highest accuracy of 80%. The study found that AI could potentially aid in predicting the pathological diagnosis of ovarian cancer from preoperative examinations, with different results based on the correlation coefficient, regression coefficient, and Random Forest feature importance (Figure 8) [44].

Another study utilized various models, including CNN, SVM, and random forests. CNN architectures included GoogleNet, VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3, ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, ResNet18, and MaskRCNN32. Novel CNNs used multiple standardized blocks, convolutional, normalization, activation, and pooling layers, with attention modules included. One study generated a novel architecture using topology optimization [45-47].

Most models used were deterministic, with hidden Markov trees, probabilistic boosting trees, and Gaussian mixture models. Images were typically analyzed at a single resolution. Multiphoton Microscopy imaging and wide-field fluorescence imaging have been proposed for ovarian imaging to capture specific biomarkers and provide high-resolution images. The Linear Discriminant Analysis classification algorithm achieved an accuracy of 66.66%, 87.50%, and 62.5% for genotype, age, and treatment, respectively (Figure 9) [48, 49].

Most AI research in ovarian cancer histopathology is at high risk of bias due to limited data and weak validation methods. Researchers often use a single train-test data split without accounting for overfitting and model optimism. This is common in gynecological AI research using other data types. Recent reviews highlight poor clinical utility due to predominantly retrospective studies using limited data and weak validation, which risk model performance being overestimated [50].

Anæmia detection

A study adopted a three-phase methodology: Dataset gathering involving palm images, preprocessing including image extraction and augmentation, and segmentation of the ROI in images to acquire components of the CIE Lab* color space. Subsequently, models for anemia detection are developed using various algorithms including CNN, KNN, NB, SVM, and Decision Tree. The experiment initially employed 527 datasets, augmented to 2635 through rotation, flipping, and translation, then randomly divided into training (70%), validation (10%), and testing (20%) sets. Results demonstrate the effectiveness of palm-based anemia detection, with NB achieving 99.96% accuracy, CNN reaching 99.92%, and SVM showing the lowest accuracy at 96.34% (Figure 10) [51-53].

AI is a fast-developing area, and one of its most well-known subfields is DL, which aims to narrow the scope of AI for research and development as well as development. A study distinguished between iron deficiency anemia and thalassemia trait by classifying data from the Medical Laboratory Service Centre, Mahidol University, using a variety of ML techniques. In this job, the Decision Tree method, which used seven characteristics provided by the hematology analyzer, obtained a high accuracy of 98.03% [54].

A study involving 342 patients, including 152 with beta-thalassemia-type anemia and 190 with iron deficiency anemia, used extreme learning machines and regularized extreme learning machines to analyze anemia cases. The study considered various variables, including gender, and found that the regularized extreme learning machine approach had a 95.59% accuracy rate. Other AI methods used in the study included SVM, NB, Decision Tree (DT), KNN, Multi-layer Perceptron, hybrid classifier ML, Average Ensemble, Genetic Algorithm-CNN, Genetic Algorithm Stacked-Encoder, and random forest [55].

A study aimed to detect anemia using images of the lip mucosa, a thin skin tissue, non-invasively and in the home environment using ML. Data was collected from 138 patients, including 100 women and 38 men. Six ML algorithms were used: ANN, DT, KNN, Logistic Regression, NB, and SVM. The ML algorithm was used to analyze and classify images of the lip mucosa quickly and accurately, potentially increasing the efficiency of anemia screening programs. The results showed that NB had the highest accuracy (96%), followed by DT, KNN, and ANN at 93% (Figure 11) [56, 57].
AI faces challenges in imaging and diagnostic protocols due to lack of standardization, making it difficult for algorithms to accurately analyze medical images and identify potential abnormalities. Additionally, there is a lack of high-quality training data, and institutional xenophobia may restrict access to image data, potentially making results less accurate or generalizable [58].

**Mental health support**

AI technologies play a crucial role in addressing mental health issues among women by offering personalized interventions, remote monitoring solutions, and mental health assessment tools. Chatbots, virtual assistants, and AI-based therapy platforms provide accessible and stigma-free support for women experiencing mental health challenges, promoting early intervention, and improving overall well-being [59].

AI technologies are pivotal in addressing women's mental health concerns through personalized interventions, remote monitoring solutions, and assessment tools. Chatbots, virtual assistants, and AI-based therapy platforms offer accessible and stigma-free support for women experiencing mental health challenges, fostering early intervention, and enhancing overall well-being. Emotions, as intricate interplays of feelings and thoughts, serve as crucial semantic components in identifying various emotional states.

Contemporary digital wearable devices, including voice assistant devices, smartwatches, and smartphones, are classified as edge devices and are utilized by women, primarily focusing on monitoring emotions linked with physical fitness. A study introduced the Contextual Emotional Classifier (CEC) model that employs AI learning on edge devices to analyze emotional data gathered from diverse sources. The CEC model utilizes contextual computation to correlate emotional data from different devices, providing real-time alerts for dynamic mood swings, upcoming unplanned activities, and task management. Performance evaluation of the CEC model involves training emotional sentences collected by edge devices, employing a hybrid model consisting of a Multinomial Naïve Bayes Classifier, Logistic Regression, Random Forest Classifier, and SVM. Classification metrics such as precision and recall are used to measure the model's performance, represented through confusion matrices depicting true and false positives and negatives [60].

A study published in Frontiers in Global Women's Health found that mothers who were highly engaged with the AI mental health app Wysa experienced a 12.7% reduction in depressive symptoms. Many transitioned from moderately severe depression to moderate depression. The app allowed mothers to express their emotions, stressors and needs for support, reframe their thoughts, and help them cope with their challenges [61].

For those who identify as women or have uteruses, Ema is an AI companion with empathy that was created by women. Ema helps women on a social, psychological, and bodily level to ease the transition into womanhood [62].

**Improved access to information**

AI-driven information systems and digital health platforms empower women with access to accurate, reliable, and culturally sensitive health information. Natural language processing algorithms enable intelligent search functionalities, personalized recommendations, and interactive educational resources, facilitating informed decision-making and proactive health management [63].

AI exhibits the potential to identify critical transient events pivotal for embryo implantation, thereby enhancing the likelihood of successful pregnancies. The amalgamation of robotics, virtual reality, and augmented reality, intertwined with high-powered AI algorithms, has manifested notable progress in refining surgical precision, postoperative care, reproductive technologies, and medical imaging, including simulations for laparoscopic and robotic surgeries [9]. Women may now access trustworthy and culturally appropriate information on a variety of health subjects, from menstrual health and fertility management to prenatal care and menopause.

In bustling metropolitan environments characterized by a fast-paced lifestyle, women engrossed in their daily routines and professional commitments often neglect proactive health management and routine health screenings. AI-powered chatbots present a convenient, time-efficient, and informative solution, delivering advice on sexual health, menstrual cycles, family planning, and specific conditions such as PCOS, PSOD, and thyroid disorders. These AI chatbots operate on generative AI tools, employing a rule-based framework of learning, language models, and Natural Language Processing. An exemplary instance is the chatbot named "Just Ask" [64].

The United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) has introduced a chatbot in India, termed 'Just Ask,' representing an AI digital engagement platform designed for adolescents and young adults. Its primary objective is to facilitate learning about sexual and reproductive health and rights. Developed by UNFPA sexual and reproductive health experts, the chatbot has been launched in collaboration with the National Health Mission and the Department of Public Health and Family Welfare, Government of Madhya Pradesh, India. Functioning as a secure, personalized, and non-judgmental space, the chatbot caters to adolescents and young adults in India aged 15 - 29. It serves as a platform for individuals to explore information, gain awareness of their rights, dispel myths, and access services about sexual and reproductive health and rights [65].

AI-powered platforms like Clue (https://helloclue.com/) are easily accessible, customized information that removes socioeconomic and geographic obstacles to healthcare information and enables women to make decisions about their bodies and well-being [66]. ANN have emerged as robust algorithms capable of modeling complex nonlinear relationships between input and output variables, and their application in healthcare decision-making has been extensively documented [67].

Increasing awareness and preparedness during female gestational periods, as evaluated by the accuracy of AI, can aid in reducing neonatal fatalities and diseases. Common predictive values utilized in algorithms include metabolic profiles of amniotic fluid and maternal blood, electrohydrostogram images, ultrasound imaging of the cervix, and biological profiles [68].

The Evie Ring, a new entrant in the women's health tracking arena, is a Food and Drug Administration approved medical-grade sensor, that aims to empower users with personalized insights by monitoring sleep, heart rate, blood oxygen, skin temperature, and menstrual cycles. Available in three finishes, this sleek and discreet ring connects to an app, offering a holistic view of your health by interpreting the interplay between various metrics [69].

New moms often face anxiety about their milk supply, unsure if their babies are getting enough to thrive. Coroflo, a game changing MedTech company, tackles this concern with the world's first breastfeeding monitor. This innovative device discreetly attaches to the breast as a nipple shield, housing a sensor that measures milk flow in real time. This data seamlessly transmits to a smartphone app, making information like the volume consumed, feeding duration, and estimated
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calorie intake easily accessible to mothers. Additionally, the data helps track the baby’s growth and identify potential feeding issues, offering valuable information for data-driven decisions [70].

Conclusion

While AI holds immense potential for improving women’s health, several ethical considerations require careful attention. Data privacy and security are paramount, ensuring women’s sensitive health information remains protected. Algorithmic bias must be actively addressed to prevent discriminatory outcomes based on factors like race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status. Accessibility and inclusivity are crucial, ensuring AI tools are developed and deployed in a way that truly caters to the diverse needs of all women. Finally, transparency and education are essential to build trust and empower women to understand and harness the full potential of AI for their health and well-being. The integration of AI into women’s health is still in its early stages, but the potential for positive change is vast. As research and development accelerate, we can expect to see even more innovative tools and applications emerge. Collaborative efforts between researchers, developers, healthcare providers, and women themselves will be crucial for ensuring responsible and equitable development of AI solutions that truly empower women to take control of their health and well-being.
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